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2.02 Geometric Garden Project - Working with Lines and Shapes 

 
Objective:  The student will successfully demonstrate the ability to create basic object, 
to include lines and shapes to create a geometric garden in a vector software program. 
 
Key Concepts Utilized:  The students will demonstrate the ability to create lines and 
shapes, modify stoke style and color, apply simple fills, and modify stacking order of 
object.  The students will also utilize the Principles of Design when creating this project. 
 
Many of the objects found in nature have no easy way of measuring them, such as 
leaves or branches.  Such objects found in nature are sometimes referred to as 
“natural” or “organic”.  You are being asked to look at nature from a different point of 
view.  A geometric point of view.  Create a garden and landscape that is made up of 
basic lines and geometric shapes available in your vector software. 
 
Procedures: 
 

1. Create a new document with the dimensions of 8.5” tall by 11” wide (landscape). 
2. Begin by creating a basic shape that will cover somewhere between one-third to 

two-thirds of the entire lower portion of the page.  Fill the square with color. This 
will serve as your horizon line, which separates where the earth ends and the sky 
begins.  Objects that you place closer to the horizon line should look like they are 
further away. 

3. Now create another large square to cover the remaining top portion of the page, 
which will serve as your sky.  Fill the square with a color. 

4. Start to populate your landscape by creating some geometric flowers and trees.  
There are no rules on what or how many shapes you can use for each object, 
just that they look similar to flowers and trees and you have fun.  Change the 
stacking order to reposition objects in front or in back of other objects to create 
layers and the perception of depth.  Group or ungroup objects to scale and move 
them effectively.  Look at the images below get your brain working: 

 

    
http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-illustration-9778118 http://printpattern.blogspot.com/2008/04/pt-karlsson.html http://www.etsy.com/market/trees_forest https://creativemarket.com/japanez/11591-Autumn-trees 

 
Work smart as you create objects.  Group them, copy and paste, and then 
relocate them, ungroup, and manipulate size and colors of individual objects. 
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A few things to remember about the principles of design that will be helpful: 

• Generally, brighter objects will appear closer. 

• Generally, smaller objects will appear further. 

• Objects place higher toward the horizon will look further away. 

• Objects stacked in front of other objects will appear closer. 
5. Once you have created some flowers and trees and applied some of the 

guidelines above, it is your turn to get creative.  Clouds?  Rolling Hills or 
Mountains?  Insects? Or whatever else you can think of to make out of simple 
shapes to enhance your design. 

6. Save the project as [LastName]GeeImaTree.ai (or other available format).  Use 
the Export command to publish the project as a .pdf with the filename 
[LastName]GeeImaTree.pdf.  Make sure you keep access to the .ai file in case 
you need to make modifications to the project in the future. 


